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Abstract
1. Global warming may threaten fertility, which is a key component of individual fitness and vital for population persistence. For males, fertility relies on the ability of
sperm to collide and fuse with eggs; consequently, sperm morphology is predicted
to be a prime target of selection owing to its effects on male function.
2. In aquatic environments, warming will expose gametes of external fertilizers to
the physiological effects of higher temperature and the physical effects of lower
viscosity. However, the consequences of either effect for fertility, and for selection acting on sperm traits to maintain fertility, are poorly understood.
3. Here, we test how independent changes in water temperature and viscosity alter
male fertility and selection on sperm morphology in an externally fertilizing marine
tubeworm. To create five fertilization environments, we manipulate temperature
to reflect current-day conditions (16.5°C), projected near-term warming (21°C)
and projected long-term warming (25°C), then adjust two more environments at
21°C and 25°C to the viscosity of environments at 16.5°C and 21°C, respectively.
We then use a split-ejaculate design to measure the fertility of focal males, and
selection on their sperm, in each environment.
4. Projected changes in temperature and viscosity act independently to reduce male
fertility, but act jointly to alter selection on sperm morphology. Specifically, environments resulting from projected warming alter selection on the sperm midpiece in ways that suggest shifts in the energetic challenges of functioning under
stressful conditions. Selection also targets sperm head dimensions and tail length,
irrespective of environment.
5. We provide the first evidence that projected changes in ocean temperature and
viscosity will not only impact the fertility of marine external fertilizers, but expose
their gametes to novel selection pressures that may drive them to adapt in response if gamete phenotypes are sufficiently heritable.
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environment, but must also do so while contending with the harshness of that environment (Levitan, 1996). In turn, spawned eggs are

Global warming is exposing natural populations to novel selec-

often left unfertilized due to sperm limitation, which arises from

tion pressures on various phenotypes (Hoffmann & Sgrò, 2011).

the rapid diffusion of sperm by currents. This is in marked contrast

Phenotypic selection occurs when individuals with different trait

to internal fertilizers, where sperm nearly always compete for a lim-

values (phenotypes) differ in survival, reproduction or mating suc-

ited number of eggs and egg wastage is rare (Levitan, 1993; Liao et

cess (fitness), and is the driver of evolutionary adaptation in natural

al., 2018; Simmons & Fitzpatrick, 2012). Based on projections for

populations whenever those differences have a genetic basis (Lande

the end of the century, marine species may have to contend with

& Arnold, 1983). The strength, direction and form of phenotypic se-

ocean temperatures that are 1–4°C warmer than the current global

lection can be altered by changes in environmental factors (agents

average, coupled with more frequent heatwaves (IPCC, 2014). Such

of selection) that modify relationships between phenotypes and

projected levels of warming have been found to reduce the motil-

fitness (Kingsolver & Pfennig, 2007). For example, recent changes

ity of free-swimming sperm (Duarte et al., 2013), and the average

in temperature and rainfall patterns have led several populations to

fertility of marine populations (Foo, Dworjanyn, Poore, Harianto, &

experience novel selection on flowering and mating times (Gienapp,

Byrne, 2016; Parker, Ross, & O'Connor, 2009, but see Byrne, 2011).

Reed, & Visser, 2014; Siepielski et al., 2017). In many cases, how-

Yet the potential for warming to also alter how selection acts on

ever, stressful environmental change may simply reduce fitness

traits of free-swimming sperm through their links to fertility is

without altering selection (Arbuthnott & Whitlock, 2018). Beyond

unknown.

notable exceptions like those above, we still have a poor grasp on

Ocean warming will expose populations to not only the physio-

which traits are likely to experience novel selection pressures under

logical effects of higher temperatures, but also the physical effects

projected warming and therefore which traits will matter most for

of lower viscosities. Viscosity describes a fluid's resistance to flow (it

future adaptation.

is what makes honey pour slower than water), and most liquids are

Fertility, the ability of individuals to produce viable offspring, is a

less viscous under higher temperatures (Purcell, 1977). Viscosity has

key component of fitness and vital for population persistence (Walsh

an immense impact on the movement of small objects like sperm,

et al., 2019). For males, fertility relies on the ability of sperm to col-

because they move through a liquid world where viscosity domi-

lide and fuse with eggs; hence, selection has ample scope to target

nates over their own inertia (Podolsky & Emlet, 1993). Warming may

sperm traits that are involved in fertilization (Simmons & Fitzpatrick,

therefore impose selection for novel sperm phenotypes that opti-

2012). Indeed, in a range of taxa, various aspects of sperm mor-

mize sperm motility and male fertility under less viscous conditions.

phology play important roles in mediating sperm swimming perfor-

On the one hand, lower viscosity might automatically enhance sperm

mance (Lüpold, Calhim, Immler, & Birkhead, 2009; Malo et al., 2006),

motility by reducing drag across the cell surface area during swim-

and ultimately male fertility (Lymbery, Kennington, & Evans, 2018;

ming, potentially relaxing selection for smaller heads that minimize

Monro & Marshall, 2016). For instance, sperm swimming speed is

drag, or for longer tails that maximize thrust against drag. On the

dictated by counteracting forces of thrust produced by the tail ver-

other hand, any effects of lower viscosity on sperm motility might be

sus drag produced by the head and midpiece, which respectively

countered by physiological effects of higher temperature on sperm

house the nucleus and mitochondria (Humphries, Evans, & Simmons,

metabolism (Byrne, 2011). Higher temperatures might automatically

2008). Recent work also suggests that mitochondria produce en-

reduce sperm motility if the mitochondria that power sperm tails can

ergy (ATP) in proportion to midpiece size, allowing the midpiece to

only function within limited temperature ranges (Blier, Lemieux, &

impact sperm swimming performance not only as a source of drag,

Pichaud, 2013), potentially altering selection on sperm tails and mid-

but through its role in energy metabolism (Firman & Simmons, 2010;

pieces. Despite the importance of water viscosity for sperm motility

Fitzpatrick & Lüpold, 2014; Mendonca, Birkhead, Cadby, Forstmeier,

(Kupriyanova & Havenhand, 2005), the potential for lower viscosity

& Hemmings, 2018). Evidence is therefore mounting that the repro-

to mediate changes in selection on free-swimming sperm under pro-

ductive physiology of natural populations may be susceptible to pro-

jected warming has gone virtually unconsidered.

jected warming (Walsh et al., 2019) and that warming may generate

Here, we tested how changes in water temperature and vis-

novel opportunities for selection on reproductive traits. However,

cosity under projected ocean warming alter selection on the mor-

the consequences for fertility, and for selection acting on sperm

phology of free-swimming sperm in an externally fertilizing marine

traits to maintain fertility, remain unexamined.

tubeworm. Galeolaria caespitosa (henceforth referred to by genus) is

Global warming is likely to have strong impacts on how selection

a native ecosystem engineer of rocky shores in southern Australia,

targets the free-swimming sperm of many marine species (Walsh et

where its dense colonies of calcified adult tubes provide habitat

al., 2019). Unlike most terrestrial species, whose sperm and eggs in-

for endemic communities (Wright & Gribben, 2017). Adults are

teract entirely within the female reproductive tract and are thereby

dioecious and fertile year-round, continually spawning gametes to

buffered against external conditions, most marine species spawn

collide and fuse in the sea before dispersal by currents (Chirgwin,

both gametes into the aquatic environment (Monro & Marshall,

Marshall, Sgrò, & Monro, 2018). This mode of fertilization means

2015). This means that free-swimming sperm must not only over-

that water around eggs can contain sperm from multiple males

come the challenges of locating and fusing with eggs in the external

or only one and that eggs can often go unfertilized due to sperm
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2.2 | Manipulation of fertilization environment

Liao et al., 2018). Consequently, selection can target gamete phenotypes, including egg size and sperm morphology, that increase

To test whether temperature and/or viscosity alter selection on

fertility through effects on both gamete competition and gamete

sperm morphology, we manipulated each factor independently to

encounter rates (Liao et al., 2018; Monro & Marshall, 2016). We

create five experimental fertilization environments (see below),

created multiple fertilization environments for Galeolaria by inde-

measured the sperm phenotypes of 157 focal males, then trialled

pendently manipulating water temperature and viscosity to reflect

their fertility in each environment (Figure 1). Trials were conducted

current-day conditions, plus progressive levels of near-term and

in 16 replicate blocks with 7–11 males per block, and each male's

longer-term warming. Using a split-ejaculate design, we measured

sperm was used in two replicate trials per environment. Each trial

the fertility of individual males in every environment, then used

involved a single male's sperm exposed to a replicate cohort of eggs,

phenotypic selection analyses (Lande & Arnold, 1983) to assess

pooled across 20 females to minimize male–female compatibility ef-

how selection targets sperm morphology via its impacts on male

fects on male fertility. Care was taken to ensure that females con-

fertility, and whether selection differs environmentally. In doing so,

tributed similar numbers of eggs to the cohort. Within blocks, males

we reveal new insights into the potential impacts of ocean warming

were mated with the same pool of females so that trials had similar

on the reproductive biology of many marine species, and the novel

genetic backgrounds of eggs, and differed only in male identity and

evolutionary pressures likely to be imposed on the morphology of

our manipulation of fertilization environment.

free-swimming sperm.

2.2.1 | Temperature

2 | M ATE R I A L S A N D M E TH O DS

Fertility was trialled at three temperatures representing current

2.1 | Collection site and sampling

conditions, plus two progressive levels of projected warming at
our study site. Here, sea-surface temperature has ranged from 9

We sampled adult Galeolaria from a population at Chelsea (Port

to 25°C over the previous decade, averaging ~16.5°C annually and

Phillip Bay, Victoria, Australia) between March and April 2017,

~20.5°C in summer (CSIRO, 2018). Temperature is projected to in-

transferring individuals to Monash University for use in experimen-

crease ~2°C by 2050 and ~3°C by 2070 (Hobday & Lough, 2011;

tal work. We induced adults to spawn using the standard approach

Mills, Womersley, & Hobday, 2013). As such, we conducted fertiliza-

of removing them from their tubes and placing them in petri dishes

tion trials at three temperatures: 16.5°C (the current annual mean),

with ~1 ml of filtered seawater at ~16.5°C (matching natural condi-

21°C (a moderate level of warming, already common during sum-

tions) (Chirgwin, Marshall, Sgrò, & Monro, 2017). Gametes were col-

mer months and projected to become the summer mean in the near-

lected immediately after spawning. We reserved a 10 μl aliquot of

term) and 25°C (an extreme level of warming, currently occurring

sperm from each male's ejaculate for phenotyping of morphological

during rare heatwave events, but projected to become more com-

traits (see below) and to measure initial sperm concentration from

mon during summer months in the longer term). Temperature envi-

replicate haemocytometer counts. The remaining portion was used

ronments were created and maintained using dry-bath incubators

in fertility trials.

(MajorScience, 2015).
16.5°C

F I G U R E 1 Experimental manipulation
of fertilization environment for trials of
male fertility. Trials were conducted in
each of five fertilization environments
that differed in temperature and/or
viscosity and crossed individual males
with measured sperm phenotypes (see
diagram above) with cohorts of eggs
pooled from multiple females. Each male
had two replicate trials (not shown) per
environment. Trials were conducted in 16
replicate blocks, with 7–11 males trialled
against cohorts of eggs from the same
set of females per block and 157 males
trialled overall

Males with measured sperm phenotypes

normal viscosity

21°C

viscosity at 16.5°C

normal viscosity

25°C

viscosity at 21°C

normal viscosity

Measured
sperm traits

1

Head length
& width

normal viscosity

viscosity at 16.5°C

normal viscosity

viscosity at 21°C

normal viscosity

Tail length

2

normal viscosity

n

Midpiece length
& width

viscosity at 16.5°C

normal viscosity

viscosity at 21°C

normal viscosity
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2.2.2 | Viscosity

Jamieson & Rouse, 1989). We then calculated each trait's mean value
per male for use in analyses. Using male trait means assumes that

We manipulated viscosity independently of temperature using the

sperm phenotypes are effectively diploid (i.e. they express the dip-

hydrophilic polymer, Ficoll (Bolton & Havenhand, 1998), which per-

loid genomes of males rather than the haploid genomes of sperm),

mits warmer water to be adjusted to the same viscosity as cooler

as is expected to be the case in most species (Dapper & Wade, 2016;

water. Importantly, Ficoll is biologically inert (Berg & Turner, 1979)

Joseph & Kirkpatrick, 2004). Analytically, it assumes that trait means

and non-toxic to Galeolaria (Bolton & Havenhand, 1998; Kupriyanova

are fixed variables measured without error, which may bias estimates

& Havenhand, 2005). To find concentrations of Ficoll that adjusted

of selection gradients towards zero, but does not bias the hypotheses

seawater to the desired viscosities, we conducted a pilot study using

tests of them that were our primary interest (Quinn & Keough, 2002).

an Ubbelohde viscometer (Chirgwin, unpubl data). Based on this
study, we supplemented the three temperature environments above
with two viscosity-modified environments: 21°Cviscosity at 16.5°C (sea-

2.4 | Fertility trials

water at 21°C adjusted to viscosity at 16.5°C using 0.64% w/v Ficoll)
and 25°Cviscosity at 21°C (seawater at 25°C adjusted to viscosity at 21°C
using 0.58% w/v Ficoll).

We initiated each fertility trial by adding 0.1 ml of egg solution (~103
eggs) to a vial containing 1.0 ml of sperm solution (10 4 sperm). These

Physical and logistical constraints prevented us from creating

densities of gametes fall within the continuum present in the field

all combinations of temperature and viscosity, so we prioritized the

and yield fertility rates that are similar to field estimates (Hollows et

most ecologically relevant combinations. We could not manipulate

al., 2007). Before mixing, sperm and egg solutions were separately

temperature and viscosity reciprocally, since cooler water cannot

ramped to the desired temperature over ~15 min. Since sperm are

be adjusted to the same viscosity as warmer water, and we did not

activated by dilution, we ramped them undiluted (at >107 sperm/ml)

create an environment where seawater had an extreme temperature

to minimize ageing (holding sperm undiluted over the ramping pe-

adjusted to current viscosity, since populations will need to adapt to

riod had no effect on male fertility; E. Chirgwin, unpublished data).

moderate warming before adapting to more extreme warming (Bell,

We then diluted each vial of sperm to the final volume and density

2013). Therefore, we assessed the effects of temperature and viscos-

with seawater, which contained Ficoll as necessary to set each trial

ity in a stepwise manner over these two progressive levels of warm-

to the desired viscosity once the egg solution was added. Vials were

ing. Specifically, we contrasted the effects of current and moderate

agitated every 15 min to reduce oxygen depletion, although pilot

warming on fertility in terms of (a) the combined effects of tempera-

work showed that gametes have negligible effect on dissolved oxy-

ture and viscosity, done by comparing fertility trials at 16.5°Cnormal

gen under the conditions used here (E. Chirgwin, unpublished data).

viscosity; (b) the effect of temperature in isola-

Next, we scored fertility in each trial by counting the number of

tion, done by comparing trials at 16.5°Cnormal viscosity and 21°Cviscosity

normally cleaving embryos relative to unfertilized eggs. Since tem-

at 16.5°C; and (c) the effect of viscosity in isolation, done by comparing

perature affected cleavage rates, we assessed fertility based on de-

trials at 21°Cnormal viscosity and 21°Cviscosity at 16.5°C . Likewise, we con-

velopmental stage (when embryos had 2–8 cells), as opposed to time

trasted the effects of moderate and extreme warming on fertility

since fertilization. To do so, we used Lugol's solution to fix each trial

in terms of (a) the combined effects of temperature and viscosity,

when appropriate: ~60 min at 25°C, ~80 min at 21°C and ~100 min

done by comparing trials at 21°Cnormal

viscosity;

at 16.5°C (times were chosen based on pilot studies). Subsequently,

(b) the effect of temperature in isolation, done by comparing trials

we photographed a sample of ~80 embryos and/or eggs per trial and

at 21°Cnormal

then scored fertility from photographs.

viscosity

and 21°Cnormal

viscosity

and 25°Cviscosity

at

viscosity

and 25°Cnormal

21°C; and (c) the effect of vis-

cosity in isolation, done by comparing trials at 25°Cnormal viscosity and
25°Cviscosity at 21°C .

2.5 | Data analyses

2.3 | Measurement of sperm morphological traits

First, we tested whether male fertility was affected by overall
warming (the combined effects of temperature and viscosity), plus

Sperm morphological traits were measured using the reserved aliquot

each effect of temperature and viscosity in isolation. We did so

of each male's sperm. We photographed at least 15 normal, mature

by analysing fertility as a binomial response in a generalized linear

cells per male at 1,000× magnification, ensuring the full cell was in

mixed-effects model fitted using a logit link function (model 1), with

the plane of focus, and tracing the tail during live capture to account

fertilization environment as a fixed effect, plus block and male iden-

for any flexing that may have been difficult to interpret from stored

tity as random effects. The latter was modelled as a diagonal matrix,

images. We used the image processing software,

(http://im-

estimating the male variance in fertility within environments while

agej.nih.gov/ij), to measure five traits: length and width of the sperm

accounting for the non-independence of trials from the same male.

head (comprised of an oval nucleus and cap-like acrosome), length

Note that we could not formally test for a temperature × viscosity

and width of the sperm midpiece (a ring of four spherical mitochon-

interaction because we could not create all reciprocal combinations

dria at the base of the head) and length of the sperm tail (Figure 1;

of temperature and viscosity (see above). We used a Wald chi-square

imagej
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test to determine whether fertilization environment had a significant

model of directional selection as squared and cross-product terms

effect on male fertility overall and then used planned contrasts of

for sperm traits, respectively. Quadratic gradients measure curva-

pairwise means (with p-values adjusted to control false discovery

ture in the relationship between each trait and fertility, indicating se-

rate) to compare fertility between the specific pairs of environments

lection for intermediate or extreme phenotypes, while correlational

specified above (Quinn & Keough, 2002).

gradients measure the bivariate effects of sperm traits on fertility,

Next, to test for selection on sperm traits owing to their impacts
on male fertility, we implemented logistic regressions in a general-

indicating selection for specific trait combinations (Lande & Arnold,
1983).

ized linear mixed-model framework and used Wald chi-square tests

Note that the logistic regression framework above simply mod-

to determine the significance of individual selection gradients. In this

ifies the classic linear regression framework of Lande and Arnold

framework, we also tested whether selection gradients (i.e. partial

(1983) to accommodate binomial fitness measures, as required for

regression coefficients for trait effects on fertility) differed across

valid significance tests of selection acting on standardized traits

fertilization environments, using likelihood-ratio tests to compare

(Janzen & Stern, 1998). Nonetheless, fitting equivalent models using

the fits of models estimating coefficient × environment interactions

linear regression is still necessary for numerical estimates of selec-

to models with gradients held constant across environments. Since

tion, and for the curve fits needed to interpret its form (Janzen &

we could not formally estimate coefficient × temperature × viscos-

Stern, 1998). We therefore fitted the equivalent linear regression

ity interactions (see above), we constructed a 2-step process to test

models to our standardized traits after making fertility relative (i.e.

whether gradients were altered by overall warming and then by tem-

absolute fertility scaled by the relevant environmental mean). In

perature and viscosity in isolation.

the absence of random effects, each regression coefficient would

In step 1, we tested whether directional (i.e. linear) selection on

usually estimate selection as the change in relative fertility result-

sperm traits was altered by overall warming using data from fertility

ing from one standard deviation of change in a trait (Kingsolver &

trials conducted with normal viscosities at 16.5°C, 21°C, and 25°C.

Pfennig, 2007). In our case, however, models included male as a

First, we analysed male fertility in a model with the same random

random effect to account for repeated measures of fertility on the

effects as model 1, but including a linear term for each of our five

same male. This affects the scales of our selection gradients, but not

sperm traits. Next, we compared the fit of this model to one that also

their relative magnitudes, nor the form of selection inferred by visu-

included trait × environment effects on relative fertility. Because

alizing the regression curve they describe. We visualized directional

this comparison showed that directional selection on sperm traits

selection using cubic splines and nonlinear selection using thin-plate

was significantly altered by overall warming, we identified which se-

splines.

lection gradients differed among the three environments, then used
planned contrasts of gradients (akin to planned contrasts of means;
Quinn & Keough, 2002) to compare them between specific pairs
of environments (with p-values adjusted to control false discovery
rate). To do so, we tested whether model fit was significantly reduced
by pooling selection gradients across environments representing
current and moderate warming (16.5°Cnormal

viscosity

3 | R E S U LT S
3.1 | Effects of temperature and viscosity on male
fertility

and 21°Cnormal

viscosity), or across environments representing moderate and extreme

warming (21°Cnormal viscosity and 25°Cnormal viscosity).

We found a significant effect of fertilization environment on male
fertility (χ2 = 240.65, df = 4, p < .01), with planned contrasts showing

In step 2, we tested whether the differences in directional se-

that each increase in temperature or decrease in viscosity reduced

lection detected in step 1 were due to temperature and/or viscos-

fertility (all p < .01). Specifically, the isolated effects of temperature

ity in isolation. If step 1 showed that directional selection on sperm

and viscosity each caused fertility to decline by ~5% from current to

traits differed between environments representing current and

moderate warming and by another 5% from moderate to extreme

moderate warming, we took data from fertility trials conducted at

warming (Figure 2).

16.5°Cnormal

viscosity,

21°Cviscosity

at 16.5°C

and 21°Cnormal

viscosity,

then

tested whether pooling selection gradients across temperatures
(16.5°Cnormal viscosity vs. 21°Cviscosity at 16.5°C) or viscosities (21°Cviscosity
at 16.5°C

vs. 21°Cnormal

viscosity) resulted in significant loss of fit com-

pared to modelling separate selection gradients for all three environments. Likewise, if step 1 showed that directional selection on
sperm traits differed between environments representing moder-

3.2 | Directional selection on sperm
morphological traits
3.2.1 | Effects of overall warming on
directional selection

ate to extreme warming, we used the same process with data from
fertility trials conducted at 21°Cnormal

viscosity,

25°Cviscosity

at 21°C

and

25°Cnormal viscosity.

Step 1 of our analyses showed that sperm traits incur directional
selection via their effects on male fertility (Table 1a, Figure 3a–e),

Next, we repeated this 2-step process for quadratic and cor-

but directional selection also depends on overall warming (i.e.

relational (i.e. nonlinear) selection gradients, added to the previous

adding environment × linear terms significantly improved model

6
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viscosity at 16.5°C

viscosity at 21°C

viscosity at 25°C

on the effects of temperature and viscosity acting in combination
(i.e. overall warming).

Fertility (mean ± SE)

40%
30%

3.3 | Nonlinear selection on sperm
morphological traits

20%

Our overall test provided marginal support for nonlinear selection
acting on sperm traits across fertilization environments (p = .07;
Table 1f). Since five of fifteen nonlinear selection gradients were

10%
0%

individually significant, we retain and cautiously interpret these gradients here (Table 1f; Table S1) rather than omit them altogether. We
16.5°C

21°C

21°C
25°C
Temperature

25°C

found less support for environment-dependent nonlinear selection
(p = .34 overall and all p ≥ .10 for individual gradient x environment

F I G U R E 2 Higher temperature and lower viscosity
independently reduce male fertility. Bars show male fertility
(mean ± SE) in each fertilization environment

interactions; Table 1f), so do not consider it further. Correlational
selection acting on several trait pairs (Table 1f; Table S1) made it
difficult to interpret the overall pattern of nonlinear selection from
gradients alone, so we visualized it using an eigenanalysis of those

fit; Table 1b). Inspecting tests of individual gradients showed that

gradients (Phillips & Arnold, 1989). This post hoc procedure comple-

this overall result was driven solely by effects of the sperm mid-

ments the basic analysis by identifying linear combinations (eigen-

piece on male fertility (Table 1b). For midpiece length, planned

vectors) of sperm traits under the strongest nonlinear selection, as

contrasts between specific pairs of environments showed that di-

indicated by having the largest eigenvalues (where positive values

rectional selection differed between current conditions and mod-

imply concave selection and negative values imply convex selection).

erate warming, but not between moderate and extreme warming

We used Kaiser's rule to decide which eigenvalues to retain, since

(Table 1c). Specifically, midpiece length had no directional effect

other ways of evaluating their significance (e.g. Reynolds, Childers,

on fertility at 16.5°Cnormal

& Pajewski, 2010) are not yet developed for mixed models like ours.

viscosity

(Figure 3d; p = .704), but shorter

midpieces enhanced fertility at 21°Cnormal

(Figure 3d,

Kaiser's rule is a standard heuristic that retains eigenvalues larger

(Figure 3d, p = .048). For midpiece

than 1, meaning the eigenvectors associated with them explain

width, these planned contrasts showed that directional selec-

more nonlinear selection on sperm traits than do single gradients

p = .042) and 25°Cnormal

viscosity

viscosity

tion differed between current conditions and moderate warm-

(Jolliffe, 2002). One eigenvector (m5, explaining 63% of nonlin-

ing (Table 1c) and also differed between moderate and extreme

ear selection; Table 2) met this rule, while another (m1, explaining

warming. Specifically, narrower midpieces enhanced fertility at

18% of nonlinear selection; Table 2) fell only marginally short. We

16°Cnormal

therefore retained both eigenvectors to visualize a single fitness

viscosity

(Figure 3e; p = .001), but midpiece width had

no directional effect on fertility at 21°C normal

(Figure 3e;

surface describing the vast majority of nonlinear selection. Overall,

p = .578 while wider midpieces had a positive (although non-signif-

the combination of convex selection on m5 and concave selection

viscosity

(Figure 3e; p = .120).

on m1 resulted in a saddle-shaped fitness surface, with alternative

The latter result indicates that increased warming from 21°C normal

peaks and troughs within the range of sperm phenotypes sampled

icant) effect on fertility at 25°C normal
viscosity

to 25°Cnormal

viscosity

viscosity

strengthened directional selection on

(Figure 4). Interpreting trait loadings on both eigenvectors at once

midpiece width, but not enough to generate significant selection

suggests that selection favours males whose sperm combine unusu-

on this trait. Independent of environment, sperm with longer tails

ally wide heads with intermediate values of other measured traits,

enhanced fertility (Table 1a, Figure 3c) but sperm head dimensions

since these trait combinations are associated with highest fertility

had no effect (Table 1a; Figure 3a-b).

(Table 2; Figure 4).

3.2.2 | Isolated effects of temperature and viscosity
on directional selection

4 | D I S CU S S I O N
Fertility is a key component of individual fitness and vital for popu-

Step 2 of our analyses tested whether environment-dependent se-

lation persistence (Walsh et al., 2019). Male fertility relies on the

lection on sperm midpiece was driven by temperature or viscosity

ability of sperm to collide and fuse with eggs, allowing selection to

in isolation. However, neither of these effects drove the change in

target sperm morphology via its effects on fertility (Johnson, Monro,

directional selection on midpiece length from current conditions to

& Marshall, 2013). Projected ocean warming will expose the sperm

moderate warming, or on midpiece width from moderate to extreme

of external fertilizers to higher water temperatures and lower water

warming (Table 1d–e). Therefore, selection on both traits depended

viscosities, but the impacts on fertility, and how those impacts
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TA B L E 1
selection

Tests of directional and nonlinear selection on sperm morphological traits, and the effects of fertilization environment on
χ2

df

p

(a) Directional selection gradients
All sperm traits (overall test)
Head length

10.70

5

.06

1.04

1

.31

Head width

0.40

1

.53

Tail length

4.69

1

.03

Midpiece length

2.63

1

.11

Midpiece width

0.67

1

.41

27.78

10

<.01

0.21

2

.90

Head width × warming

3.82

2

.15

Tail length × warming

2.35

2

.31

Midpiece length × warming

6.25

2

.04

Midpiece width × warming

12.45

2

<.01

5.45

1

.04

(b) Effects of overall warming on directional gradients
All sperm traits × warming (overall test)
Head length × warming

(c) Planned contrasts of effects of overall warming on directional gradients
Midpiece length × warming (16.5°C vs. 21°C)
Midpiece length × warming (21°C vs. 25°C)

0.02

1

.86

Midpiece width × warming (16.5°C vs. 21°C)

4.04

1

.047

Midpiece width × warming (21°C vs. 25°C)

3.96

1

.047

Midpiece length × temperature (16.5°C vs. 21°C)

1.25

1

.26

Midpiece width × temperature (16°C vs. 21°C)

2.76

1

.19

Midpiece width × temperature (21°C vs. 25°C)

0.52

1

.47

(d) Isolated effects of temperature on directional gradients

(e) Isolated effects of viscosity on directional gradients
Midpiece length × viscosity (16.5°C vs. 21°C)

2.59

1

.24

Midpiece width × viscosity (16°C vs. 21°C)

0.30

1

.58

Midpiece width × viscosity (21°C vs. 25°C)

1.64

1

.40

(f) Nonlinear selection gradients*
All sperm traits (overall test)

23.67

15

.07

Head length2

0.76

1

.38

Head width2

3.06

1

.08

Tail length2

5.07

1

.02

Midpiece length2

8.15

1

<.01

Midpiece width2

1.24

1

.27

Head length × head width

0.19

1

.66

Head length × tail length

0.10

1

.76

Head length × midpiece length

0.58

1

.45

Head length × midpiece width

0.14

1

.71

Head width × tail length

3.26

1

.07

Head width × midpiece length

4.76

1

.03

Head width × midpiece width

0.19

1

.67

Tail length × midpiece length

6.27

1

.01

Tail length × midpiece width

4.10

1

.04

Midpiece length × midpiece width

0.91

1

.34

Note: Bold text indicates p < .05.
*Effects of warming not significant (χ2 = 32.55, df = 30, p = .34).
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(b)

(c)

Relative fertility (± 95% c.i.)

(a)

Head length

(d)

Head width

(e)

Tail length

Relative fertility (± 95% c.i.)

Fertilisation environment
All environments
16.5°CNormal viscosity
21°C Normal viscosity
25°C Normal viscosity

Midpiece length

Midpiece width

F I G U R E 3 Spline visualizations of directional selection on sperm morphological traits. Splines are fitted separately for each fertilization
environment (current conditions and the two progressive levels of warming) where tests indicated that selection was environmentdependent, and pooled across all environments otherwise. Only the effects of overall warming are visualized here because selection was
unaffected by temperature or viscosity in isolation
TA B L E 2

Combinations of sperm morphological traits (eigenvectors) under the strongest nonlinear selection

Eigenvector

Eigenvalue

Head length

Head width

Tail length

Midpiece length

Midpiece width

m1

0.90

−0.27

0.90

−0.08

−0.17

−0.29

m5

−3.14

0.33

0.03

0.54

0.46

−0.64

Note: Loadings show the contributions of original traits to each combination. Eigenvalues show the strength of selection on each combination, with
positive values meaning selection is concave and negative values meaning it is convex.

(a)

(b)

m1

Wider head

Relative fertility

High
fertility

Low
fertility

Wid

m1

er h

ead

m5
il
piece
d & ta
r hea rower mid
e
g
n
ar
Lo
n
&
r
e
Long

m5
Longer head & tail
Longer & narrower midpiece

F I G U R E 4 Visualizations of nonlinear selection on combinations of sperm morphological traits (m1 and m5). The three-dimensional
surface on the left (a) was fitted using a thin-plate spline. The contour plot on the right (b) is the same surface viewed from above.
Trait loadings on m1 and m5 (Table 2) suggest that nonlinear selection favours males whose sperm combine unusually wide heads with
intermediate values of other traits, since these trait combinations are associated with highest fertility (darkest regions in both panels above)
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modify selection on sperm traits that affect fertility, are virtually un-

dimensions may reflect shifts in the energetic challenges of func-

explored. Here, by disentangling the effects of temperature and vis-

tioning under stressful conditions. For instance, sperm may require

cosity on fertilization in Galeolaria, we found that projected changes

more ATP to successfully collide with eggs at low viscosities, and

in these factors independently reduce male fertility, but jointly

their mitochondria produce ATP less efficiently at high tempera-

alter selection on sperm morphology. Specifically, narrower sperm

tures (Blier et al., 2013). Unfortunately, the exact energetic benefits

midpieces enhanced fertility under current-day conditions, but

of changes in midpiece morphology under warmer conditions are

moderate or near-term warming favoured shorter midpieces, while

difficult to ascertain, since past studies have found it to have incon-

more extreme or longer-term warming favoured wider midpieces.

sistent relationships with sperm performance (Bennison, Hemmings,

Selection also targeted sperm head dimensions and tail length, but

Brookes, Slate, & Birkhead, 2016) and have mostly focused on in-

was consistent across fertilization environments for these traits. Our

ternal fertilizers with different reproductive biology to Galeolaria

findings provide the first evidence that projected ocean warming will

(but see Schlegel, Binet, Havenhand, Doyle, & Williamson, 2015).

impact not only male fertility in marine external fertilizers, but also

Nonetheless, shorter or wider midpieces could potentially reflect

how selection is shaping the evolutionary trajectories of their sperm

beneficial rearrangements in the internal organization of mitochon-

to maximize fertility.

dria (Mendonca et al., 2018). For instance, denser packing of mito-

Past research on the impacts of projected warming for marine

chondrial membranes can allow ATP to be produced more efficiently

populations overwhelmingly focuses on the physiological conse-

(Demongeot, Glade, Hansen, & Moreira, 2007; Mannella, Lederer,

quences of temperature, while our broader understanding of the

& Jafri, 2013), and larger midpieces can store more energy to en-

physical consequences of viscosity lags far behind. Here, we show

hance sperm swimming performance (Firman & Simmons, 2010;

that those physical consequences can be just as important as phys-

Lüpold et al., 2009, but see Bennison et al., 2016). Warming might

iological ones. Reduced male fertility under higher temperatures

also relax current-day selection against wider midpieces because

was consistent with expectations, since exposure to tempera-

drag forces across sperm surfaces are reduced under warmer condi-

tures above the usual range often disrupts physiological processes

tions. However, this explanation for our results seems unlikely, since

that are essential to cell function (Hofmann & Todgham, 2010).

warming does not affect selection on sperm head dimensions, which

However, reduced fertility under lower viscosities was in some

account for the majority of sperm surface area and are therefore

ways surprising. On the one hand, lower viscosity under warming

similarly exposed to drag. Irrespective of the underlying mecha-

is predicted to enhance male fertility by reducing the drag forces

nisms, our findings suggest that the sperm midpiece is a prime target

acting on sperm, letting sperm swim faster (Byrne, 2011). On the

of selection under future warming.

other hand, populations should be better adapted to current envi-

Projected warming does not alter directional selection for

ronments than to novel environments not yet experienced (Bell,

sperm with longer tails, nor does directional selection appear to

2013). Our results support the latter idea, suggesting that sperm

target dimensions of the sperm head (containing little more than

swim more poorly under novel levels of viscosity that they have

the nucleus). Selection for longer-tailed sperm supports previous

rarely been exposed to. Intriguingly, recent work suggests that

studies suggesting that this phenotype increases male fertility by

fast-swimming sperm are not always advantageous, since slower

enhancing sperm swimming speed (Lüpold et al., 2009), though

swimming speeds may let sperm swim in more circular paths

longer tails also reduce sperm longevity in other external fertil-

that enhance their chances of colliding with eggs (Foo, Deaker, &

izers (Bakker, Hollmann, Mehlis, & Zbinden, 2014). A lack of di-

Byrne, 2018; Jikeli et al., 2015). Hence, lower viscosity may have

rectional selection on head length or width is less expected,

reduced fertility in Galeolaria by disrupting optimal sperm swim-

however, since previous studies suggest that a smaller surface

ming paths. Lower viscosity may have also hampered the ability

area should enhance sperm swimming performance by reducing

of sperm to find eggs via egg-derived chemoattractant gradients,

drag (Humphries et al., 2008). Still, other studies have also found,

since changes to viscosity could alter how chemoattractants dif-

like us, that head dimensions have little impact on sperm perfor-

fuse in the water column. Regardless, our results potentially apply

mance (Bakker et al., 2014).

more broadly, since many aquatic organisms are small enough to be

Irrespective of warming-induced changes in fertilization environ-

dominated by viscous forces during key life stages (e.g. gametes,

ment, nonlinear selection may also favour specific combinations of

embryos, and larvae), if not their entire life cycles (e.g. phytoplank-

sperm morphological traits – namely, extremely wide heads com-

ton and prokaryotes; Podolsky & Emlet, 1993). Consequently, the

bined with intermediate values of other traits. Consequently, the

physical impacts of global change in aquatic ecosystems require

benefits gained by males from producing sperm with shorter mid-

greater attention.

pieces or longer tails are not open-ended (as patterns of directional

Dual physical and physiological impacts of projected warm-

selection alone would suggest), but may ultimately depend on other

ing consistently shifted directional selection on sperm midpieces,

aspects of sperm phenotype. Given sperm swimming performance

favouring shorter midpieces under near-term warming and wider

depends on the balance of thrust produced by the midpiece-pow-

midpieces under more extreme warming in the longer term. Sperm

ered tail versus drag produced by the surface areas of heads and

midpieces contain the mitochondria that provide energy (i.e. ATP)

midpieces, it seems inevitable that how these traits combine will af-

for sperm function; consequently, shifts in selection on midpiece

fect sperm performance. Exactly how performance is optimized by
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traits is difficult to ascertain without further insights, but may po-
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curvature in swimming paths) that better enable sperm to seek out
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or track eggs. Indeed, our findings are in line with predictions that
sperm performance will more likely depend on the relative lengths of

DATA AVA I L A B I L I T Y S TAT E M E N T

a sperm's constituent parts than on their absolute lengths (i.e. over-

Data deposited in Dryad https://doi.org/10.5061/dryad.fttdz0 8nr

all sperm size; Humphries et al., 2008). Our findings also add to a

(Chirgwin, Marshall, & Monro, 2019)

growing number of studies that support this prediction (Fitzpatrick,
Simmons, & Evans, 2012; Lymbery et al., 2018; Monro & Marshall,
2016). As such, measuring nonlinear selection on multivariate sets
of sperm traits is likely to be a necessary (though sometimes complicated) step in assessing selection on sperm morphologies and predicting their adaptation to a changing world.
Our study represents a key step towards understanding the evolutionary impacts of ocean warming on external fertilizers, and the
selection pressures likely to be imposed on free-spawned gametes.
Any capacity for gametes to adapt in response to those pressures
will depend on the genetic basis of targeted traits. As such, studies that assess the genetic basis of sperm morphology in Galeolaria
are an important next step towards understanding such capacity.
Alternatively, some populations may respond to warming via plastic
adjustments of sperm phenotype, although recent work on Galeolaria
suggests that it has limited capacity to do so (Guillaume, Monro, &
Marshall, 2016). Further, since Galeolaria populations naturally inhabit a latitudinal cline along Australia's south-eastern coast, future
work examining latitudinal variation in sperm traits (and particularly
the midpiece) might yield valuable insights into population responses
to warmer conditions. Note too that we examined selection on
sperm traits here, but fertilization dynamics of external fertilizers
will also depend on egg phenotypes (Levitan, 1996). Hence, work
is needed to understand how ocean warming will alter selection on
eggs, and the mutual selection pressures exerted by free-spawned
gametes at fertilization.
Nonetheless, we provide the first evidence that ocean warming
will not only impact the fertility of marine external fertilizers, but expose their gametes to novel selection pressures that may drive gametes to adapt in response. Furthermore, we highlight that a broader
appreciation of the dual physical and physiological impacts of ocean
warming on ecological and evolutionary processes is needed to better predict how populations will respond to future warming.
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